
 (a very quick)  

INTRODUCTION TO AMERICAN ART 

For hundreds of years, Europe was considered the center of fine art.  Students and 

admirers from around the world traveled to cities such as Paris and Rome to visit 

museums and study art under the great masters such as Rembrandt, da Vinci, and 

Michelangelo.  

What about art in America?  In the early years of our country, fine art was collected 

and brought to this country from Europe by wealthy immigrants. The first American 

museums, such as The Charleston Museum (1773), used the British Museum in 

London as its model.  Other museums and art schools across the country copied their 

European counterparts and focused on traditional “old school” art styles. 

It wasn’t until very recently that American art 

began to make a name for itself.  Around the 

1950s, American artists began rebelling 

against traditional European art styles like 

Impressionism, Realism, and Renaissance.  This 

lead to the creation of new art styles that 

broke all the “old school” rules.  New styles such 

as Abstract Expressionism, Minimalism, and Pop 

Art emerged as the new contemporary styles 

of the day. It took these new American artists many years to be taken seriously.  But once they did, there was no 

looking back. America had finally found its place in in the world of modern art! 

But wait?!  Is that all?? 

NO!!  While Abstract Expressionism may have been one of the first America styles to make its name in world art, there 

are many regional, ethnic, and individual art forms and influences scattered throughout American history that helped us 

get where we are today.  So let’s just start with the 20th century and work our ways back through time and explore 

some of this truly American Art!  

 

Mona Lisa by Leonardo da Vinci 

(1503). Renaissance. 

  

Poppies by Claude Monet (1873). 

Impressionism. 

  

Fog Warning by Winslow Homer 

(1885). Realism. 

  



ABSTRACT EXPRESSIONISM 

We learned that Abstract Expressionism emerged in the mid 20th century as a rebellion against traditional art forms.  

But what does the term “Abstract Expressionism” actually mean?  And how was it different from “old school” art forms?   

Let’s start by looking at these two words:  

Abstract: using elements of form (as color or line) without trying to create a realistic picture.  

Expression:  showing mood, emotion, or action. 

 

Let’s look back to the pictures on the first 

page.  Each of these paintings was created in 

a different style, but each one looks pretty 

realistic.  The painters were documenting the 

subject, and we are able to see what he was 

seeing – or trying to make us see.  Abstract 

Expressionism doesn’t care about making the 

subject look real.  It wants you to FEEL what 

the artist is FEELING.   

So let’s make a comparison.  On the left is a self-portrait by Rembrandt, and on the right a self-portrait by de Kooning. 

Can you spot the differences between the two in terms of expression and abstraction? Do you think de Kooning’s skin 

wa actually blue, or had a red line running down his nose?   Why do you think he chose the colors he did?  What do you 

think he was FEELING? 

Here are two more portraits for comparison.  Notice the neutral colors on the left, and the delicate lines used to help 

the subject look “real.  Compare that to the bold colors on the right and the sharp, heavy lines used to create energy.   

 

 

  

Rembrandt van Rijn 

Netherlands 1606-1669 

  

Willem de Kooning 

Dutch-American 1904-1997 

  

I’m realistic and show little emotion. Do you 

know who I am?  

I’m abstract and show emotion and action. 

Can you hear me yelling in the megaphone? 



NOW IT’S YOUR TURN! 

We’re going to do two drawings using the art of two famous abstract expressionist artists at examples:  Keith Haring and 

Roy Lichtenstein.  Notice their use of bold colors and strong, heavy lines that help create movement and energy!  

Keith Haring (right)was born in Pennsylvania and moved 

to New York City in 1978.  He was inspired by cartoons.  

He used the city as his canvas, making chalk drawings in 

subway stations. His figures were filled with energy, and 

he often used lines to show movement. His art was 

eventually seen everywhere from public murals and 

nightclubs to galleries and museums around the world.  

 

Roy Lichtenstein (left)was born in New York in 1923. He 

became famous for his bright and bold paintings of comic strip 

cartoons as well as his paintings of everyday objects. 

Lichtenstein chose colors carefully, to imitate the four colors 

of printers’ inks. He also used Ben Day dots, a system 

invented for newspaper printing. You can see the blue and 

black dots in his painting Pop (left). 

Attached are three projects:  one for you to use for practice, and two for creating drawings in the style of Haring and 

Lichtenstein.  Each of these was found on www.artprojectsforkids.org. We encourage you to check out the other 

projects on their site! 

All you need for these projects is paper and oil pastels, which we’ve included.  Feel free to use anything else you may 

have at home – markers, crayons, paint, etc.  

Your objective is to create a self-portrait using what you’ve learned about abstract expressionism, such as color choice 

and use of line.  Start by practicing drawing a self-portrait.  Never drawn one before?  That’s OK!  You can practice 

using the “Draw an Abstract Self-Portrait” guide (attached).  Once you’ve practiced your own portrait, try drawing a 

picture of your parents, siblings, friends – or even your pets!  Once you’ve warmed up, it’s time to move on to today’s 

projects. 

http://www.artprojectsforkids.org/




Lichtenstein Style Portrait 

 

Using the enclosed template (with dots) Start by lightly 

sketching your face with a pencil. Remember, the eyes go 

in the middle of the head, not up near the top! 

Trace all the lines with a black pastel or marker. 

 

Fill in the dots with the desired colors using pastels (or 

whatever you’d like to use). This may take some time, but 

neatly colored dots will make a successful picture. Also add 

some light background shading of each color. 

 

Using the Sharpie marker again, add some thick lines 

wherever you think shadows may happen, as shown by 

image on the right. Be sure to leave some of the lines thin 

so you have variety. We’ve enclosed an extra template so 

you can practice! 

 

 

 

Keith Haring Self-Portrait 

Now let’s try drawing in the style of Keith Haring.  Using the enclosed sheet, practice by copying the 

example.  This is a great way to learn how to draw like your favorite artist! 

Once you’ve practiced copying Haring’s style, try doing another self-portrait.  If you were a figure in one of 

is paintings, what would you be doing?  Skateboarding? Playing with your dog? Swimming?  How would 

you make your drawing look expressive?  Bold color?  Lines?   

FINAL PROJECT 

Once you’ve practiced a few times and finished your final drawings, we want to see them!  Take a picture 

of your pieces and send them to the Art Center, and we’ll create an online gallery for everyone to see!  

When you’re taking a picture, remember these things: 

1) The best light is outside, but make sure your shadow isn’t included! 

2) If your paper is wrinkly, tape or clip the corners down to a board or large book (just make sure 

not to tear the bookcover) 

3) Get as close in as you can but make sure to get the whole picture in the shot.  

4) Send your photos (along with your name and age) to info@saartcenter.org.  Also, have a 

guardian complete the enclosed release form with your photo (a camera pic is fine). 

   

mailto:info@saartcenter.org
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Draw like Keith Haring

1. Draw a head and attached arm. 2. Continue the body and legs below. 3. Draw the other head and attached arm.

5. Draw the remaining arms around each other. 6. Add a ground line and radiating lines above.  4. Add the body below.

8. Trace again to thicken, and add spots. 9. Color with solid bright colors.7. Trace with a thick black marker.
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